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RECTOR’S
message
“Have you not heard his silent steps? He comes, comes, ever comes.
Every moment and every age, every day and every night he comes, comes, ever comes”
Thus wrote Rabindranath Tagore in Gitanjali. Being a mystic poet, by his own
admission, this grand expectation has been the predominant mood of many of his
poems. Be it “In the fragrant days of sunny April” or “In the rainy gloom of July nights”
he experienced the silent steps of his Master.
For us ordinary mortals, to hear the Master’s steps is an experience which is
next to impossible, especially at a time when we are greatly affected by the Covid-19
pandemic. Mary Gordon’s saying, “Waiting is the great vocation of the dispossessed”
seems closer to our experience than the waiting of Tagore. In one way or the other all of
us feel dispossessed, perhaps in varying degrees and in different areas of life. The wait
has been long during the lockdown, made longer by what it has done to us in practical
terms.
The real issue, I think, is not so much in the waiting, but in the ability to keep
our mental sanity, good attitude and good humour while waiting. That perhaps is the
most challenging of all trials, especially in our times, when we are so used to and
expect instant everything: instant coffee, fast food, instant reply, instant access and
what more! For most of us ‘to wait’ has become an unacceptable function. Time is
money they say, and money seems to have replaced life itself, ironically. The paradoxes
of modern life are quite revealing.
Whatever be the truth about our experiences, what Joseph Campbell says
seems to make much sense: “We must let go of the life we have planned, so as to
accept the one that is waiting for us” It has become commonplace now to plan for the
post Covid-19 life, whenever that begins. No doubt, the scenario of post Covid-19 is
expected to be very different from the pre Covid-19 one. However our lived experience
shows that we have learnt to live with a host of other viruses in spite of their virulent
nature. Humanity will certainly overcome the present threat. It is a matter of time, I
believe. In the mean time we shall take all precautionary measures to protect ourselves
and our fellow humans. And for now, enjoy the Semester Holidays.

from the
P R I N C I PA L’S D E S K
We have heard that ‘time and tide wait for none.’ Time seems to fly so fast that
we are now at the start of the semester break. But the memories we have created so
far have become history and may last long in our minds. You and I have written our
own history and we are our own authors. We cannot repeat the same history twice
just as Heraclitus said “you cannot step into the same river twice, for other waters are
continually flowing on.” But the history we have created will help us move forward
and cherish our past. Most of our students were serious and learnt a lot during these
days. But some had difficulties in coping with these situations due to various other
reasons. However we all learnt what things which we are in control of. We have learnt
to surrender ourselves to the Almighty, to cope and deal with this pandemic.
The present situation has taught us to look beyond the horizons. Some of you
are worried about the remaining ICSE/ISC exams, and about your studies in 2020. The
online classes have shown us that we can be in constant touch with parents, teachers
and students. It has also shown us that we still have a lot to learn in order to improve
our efficiency and effectiveness. We have known that our hidden talents have been put
to good use during this lockdown.
Many might wonder how long the lockdown would last. The thought of one’s
future might ring alarm bells. No one has answers to such questions. We keep hearing
that there are positive signs of possible remedies and these give us the hope to keep
going. However bad the situation might turn out to be, we cannot lose our sanity and
our smiles. These will help us remain calm and handle the situation better.
This is the tenth issue of the NP Weekly. I thank all the teachers and students who have
been a part of this creative endeavour despite their daily classes and homework. You are
really true North Pointers! I thank all the parents and guardians who had contributed
to the NP Weekly and those parents and guardians who constantly encourage their
children to do the same. God Bless you all! I thank all those well wishers who are in
constant touch with the school and wishing the best for the school and the children.
I wish the new NP Weekly team well and success in their creative venture. I hope
and wish that you enjoy the break. Once you are rejuvenated you will do better in the
coming days. Sursum Corda!
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“Everything you can imagine is real”.
PA B L O P I C A S S O .

year started with the spectacular sound and light show – The Miracle. Your
participation and support made this program a grand success.
Throughout the year sporting events brought many laurels to
the school. The various competitions at the ISC level– sporting and nonsporting- have brought out the best in you. Teamwork, individual effort, group
coordination and the camaraderie were at its peak. The Edinburgh Shield,
Gardener’s Cup, ISC Basketball Carnival, Volleyball (we won everything),
Table Tennis, Badminton, Swimming, Athletics- you were involved in all.
Every defeat taught you that victory was a hard-fought battle, it
cannot be achieved without patience, planning and training.
Shreyas Bahadur was awarded the White Coat and Stanford Gold
Medal. Mahin Alam was awarded the Cardinal Picachy Medal for Social
Service. Brijesh Giri was selected by the Junior India Football team. Blue
Coats were awarded to many students and some new categories were created.
This was a culmination of your evolution as a student of North
Point. Everyone has gifts and within the Twin Towers, over a period of ten
years, you have been trained and mentored by your coaches and teachers.
The Inter-Class singing competitions, elocution, quizzes, PD concert, spell
bee, science exhibition, sports day, march past, cup-ties, Staff-vs-students
matches, Teachers Day and Children Day celebrations- all were confidence

To the ISC batch of 2020.
As we bid adieu to each other for one more time, we are caught in
a flux. Exams are over for some of you but many of you are still waiting for
to complete your final set of papers. Most of you are already searching for
colleges and “online” has now become an integral part of life.
How do we move forward? It’s a question that vexes many of our
young NP graduates. Do your results finally determine the sum of your
experiences? What skills do you possess and what does the future hold for
you?
You may suffer from “NP-titis”- a form of longing for school, friends
and cherished events. It may range from physical restlessness to constant
browsing on social media. It’s a gnaw in your heart that makes you open old
photos, documents, notebooks and other memorabilia.
Your journey through the years may have had many fun filled moments. But
you may have had days of utter tension, getting into trouble, staying back after
school for selections, suffering detention. It all seems to fade away when you
recall the days of togetherness- cheering for the team with familiar chants,
getting drenched in the UD field, walking to Tenzing Rock - the flashbacks
will be endless.
As you know, your last academic year was full of activities. The
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building exercises and your Boot Camp was North Point.
The Clubs that you were part of – Scouts, NCC, Interact, LTS,
Photography, Video, Quiz, Amongst Ourselves, NP Annual, Debate – taught
you the importance of teamwork and organisations. And it will continue to be
in the colleges that you join.
Any program that is hosted by us is a huge and resounding success.
Students from other institutions love to come to North Point for events
chiefly because of the amazing hospitality and meticulous planning that
goes into these events.Each one of you have contributed to this goodwill –
be it sporting events, debates, quizzes (Br. Eric Memorial Quiz had over 50
schools participating). The best part is that everyone, the participants and the
accompanying teachers are full of praises for the FAIRPLAY that we ensure
in all events. This is the legacy that you leave behind for others to follow.
Your concern for others is immense and is evident in the variety of
outreach programs that you support – Winter Camp, cleaning campaigns,
sponsored walk for Kerala flood victims, support for underprivileged children.
At the end, I would like to say that its all because of the people around
you – your friends, your teachers and your coaches. The Jesuit fathers whom
you’ve met have protected you and given you a chance to develop character.
You will join the ranks of proud Jesuit alumnus around the world. I am sure
wherever you go, you will have this “NP spirit” – an indomitable will to

overcome odds- to accept failure with grace and to win with dignity.
Imagine the first day that you walked into the Twin Towers with your
parents. The expectations from your family, the pride that you felt standing in
that quadrangle. Today, remember that moment and live for the future. To be
honest, gentlemen, you are now ready to face the world and excel in whatever
you choose to undertake. You are now worthy of that pride when you say you
are a North Pointer!
You will meet new people and as a North Pointer, you will excel and
be a leader amongst men. Your experiences on the field, in the court, on the
stage will prove to be your asset. Let not your marksheet define you for who
you really are – an interested, caring, compassionate person.
May you be the rock on whom your friends will rely upon. May
you always be blessed with good companions. May you be a wonderful
ambassador of North Point and Darjeeling. Pursue the medals, the trophies
and the certificates but at the end of the day- may you be pleased with all the
effort you put into winning it or not winning it. Always be kind.
Our best wishes are always with you. May all of you find success but
more importantly find a place for yourself in the world, a place where you are
happy and contributing positively to your society and the world.
SURSUM CORDA.
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かわいい
K A W A I I

The Advent of Japan’s Soft Power Image

D

KAWAII CULTURE - After their defeat in the Second World
influence over the world. Whether it may be through War, Japan has been obsessed with the word “kawaii”.
finance or technology, Japan is truly one of the leading countries “Kawaii” Is a Japanese adjective meaning cute or adorable
today. However, ever since the end of the second World War, and is the drive behind one of Japan’s most popular aesthetic
espite being such a small country, Japan has a huge

Japan has been moving away from a national image of military

cultures. Kawaii culture has its ties to another culture called

dominance and into an image of cultural diplomacy. Initiated

shouō j o, a girl power type movement that has been commodified
by the Japanese government, the creation of the “soft power” to sell the image of young girls alongside pop culture and
image emerged, and Japan began to sell its pop culture as the goods they might be interested in. Shouō j o can be seen
its new non-military image in order to promote its own culture

as Japan’s version of “the girl next door” with the cute and

and re-establish a healthy and peaceful diplomacy with other

innocent aspects of kawaii.

nations.

In 2008, Japan’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs moved

Through this, many industries got the opportunity to arise and

away from just using traditional cultural aspects to promote

flourish. It was a very “stonks” decision when Japan decided

their country and started using things like anime and

to stop expanding their empire in the name of the emperor,

Kawaii Ambassadors as well. The purpose of the Kawaii

and instead focus on producing Hello Kitty merchandise.

Ambassadors is to spread Japanese pop culture through their

After all, the industry is now worth 80.026 Billion USD.
Everyone

loves

Pokémon.

The

cute personas, using mostly fashion and music. The change

90-billion-dollar

of Japan’s personality from the infamous Rape of Nanking and

franchise originated in Japan and soon found it’s way among

mass executions during the world War to the mass production

the Western countries.

of hello kitty and hentai may seem too drastic, but it’s the best

The popular culture of Japan may affect the world more than

thing that happened to the country and the world.

you think. The Anime and Manga culture is just the tip of the

Now, when you think of J-pop, it does not exclusively

ice berg. From kawaii, punk and rock to peach milk and square

include music or idols dancing to some catchy beat. J-pop is

seedless watermelons, Japan’s aesthetics innovations have

the abbreviation of Japanese Popular culture, so technically

influenced and impressed teenagers (and adults) across the

anything that is popular in Japan and has a big influence over

globe.

the masses can be included.

Locations such has Harajuku and Akihabara have been

- Tshering Norbu Bhutia

recognized as the most popular hubs for urban cultures. A
country that was once driven by the idea of world domination
is now driven by aesthetics that are much appreciated by
everyone.
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UNDERSTANDING

ISOLATION, SOCIETY AND THE INDUSTRY
through

an article by

PRAVEK PATRICK SITLING

P

ink Floyd, one of the most beloved popular and worshipped bands of

sentence and completely nullified its meaning. Jokes apart Pink Floyd have

today are known for their outspoken views on politics, human rights

let out their frustrations in this track highlighting the ‘broken’ educational

and many other issues. Their songs have defined and inspired generations

system and how the teachers use ‘thought control’ to manipulate the students

and even continue to do so. They are not shy in voicing out their opinions and

and brainwash them by feeding them propaganda and false facts and stifling

thoughts to the public through their music. Their genre of psychedelic and

their creativity which only encourages him to build a wall within himself.
Other tracks such as “Young Lust” and ‘‘Another Brick in The Wall Part

progressive rock music makes up for a suitable canvas for them to construct

3’’ showcase his transformation into an anti social element and later on tracks

their artistic and political views on.
Personally for me, when talking about their most prominent hard

such as ‘’Comfortably Numb’’ show his dependence on drugs which greatly

hitting meaningful music, three albums immediately come to mind: THE

affects his mental health. However, things start getting interesting when Pink

WALL, ANIMALS & WISH YOU WERE HERE and today Ill be taking each

envisions himself as a fascist dictator and his fans as his Nazi followers. They

one of those albums separately and analyzing them based on what they tried

go on to perform atrocities such as attacking ethnic minorities and getting rid

to portray through these albums.

of people who were ‘unworthy’. Pink sets out to cleanse the world and in this
process he performs unspeakable actions. Through these heinous crimes we

PART 1: is there anybody out there?

get to see the gritty reality and how isolation changes people into thinking that

Pink Floyd’s 1979 masterpiece The Wall may very well be the best

this is what they enjoy, he has dwelved too deep into isolation and this has

of the bunch, containing some of the most iconic songs and tunes in music

made him vent out his pure and raw hatred for others in a gruesome fashion.

history. The album was conceived in the mind of bassist Roger Waters

For the grand finale we are given a trial of Pink within his own sub conscious

and was his brainchild. Undoubtedly one of the most famous and critically

where he is criticized by the headmaster and his wife and is defended by his

acclaimed concept albums of all time, it follows the story and loneliness of our

overbearing and overprotective mother. The judge eventually sentences him

main protagonist PINK a rock star, whose self-imposed isolation from society

to tear down the wall thus exposing him to the outside world.
What Pink Floyd have captured through this album is the concept

is symbolized by – a wall.
The basic premise of The Wall revolves around the theme of isolation

of isolation and how it mentally affects people. Pink undergoes enormous

and separation from the public. The initial tracks all deal about his own child

amount of trauma in his early life dealing with the death of his father,

hood struggle with him slowly constructing the wall in his mind following the

being treated as a fragile being by his overprotective mother and having his

death of his father in the Second World War. These tracks do an exemplary

creativity stifled by the education system. All these experiences in his life only

job of establishing Pink’s character from early on. As we progress this is

contribute towards constructing the wall, brick by brick. The songs perfectly

where the band starts to portray their views through the childhood of Pink.

fit the narrative of his story showing how with each passing day in his life he

They heavily criticize the English education system with the tyrannical school

progresses further down towards the path of insanity. One eerie noticeable

headmaster as its leader. You probably know which track I am specifically

feature about the album is how its just a never ending cycle. No matter how

talking about, yes the infamous ‘’ Another Brick in The Wall Part 2’’ which

far he runs from society or tries to better himself he still ends up at the same

straightaway says “We don’t need no education” which ironically shows

point. Don’t believe me? The album starts with a faint low pitched voice

that they in fact DO need education as they just used two negatives in one

saying “…where we came in?” in the first track and the closing words of the
10

last track involves a low pitched voice saying “Isn’t this where….” . Now if you

1&2 starting and closing the albums respectively.

put the album in loop, after the end of the last track it will immediately go

‘Dogs’ talks about the businessmen and corporate figures of society.

back to the first track and thus in the process you can clearly hear the words,

Waters says that these are the types of people who seize every opportunity

“Isn’t this where. we came in?’’.

to elevate their status and gain riches. They manipulate others into trusting

It just goes on to show no matter how many times Pink constructs his

them so that when the time comes they can stab them at the back for personal

wall, it will keep on tearing down and he has to rebuild it over and over again

gains. Waters himself claims that at a certain point in life he was a “DOG”

for eternity. After all, how can he permanently destroy his wall when he is just

who was told what to do by the man at the top. However, the DOG is not able

another brick in it?

to rest easy as when his time finally comes the “weight of the stone” pulls him
down and drowns him. His past sins come back to haunt him and eventually

PART 2: dragged down by the stone.

end him.

The interesting thing about Animals is that almost all the lyrics were

‘Pigs (three different ones)’ represent the ones at the top of the

written by Roger Waters alone. One can see that it meant something to him

social ladder, the ones who call the shots and manipulate society with their

and he actually portrayed his own personal troubles through its songs. The

wealth and power. They encourage the people at the bottom to be ruthlessly

cover of the album shows a huge inflatable pig floating in the sky up above a

competitive and cut throat so that the pigs can remain powerful.

large factory, the colour combination of reddish and orange hue give you this

‘Sheep’ represent us the common people who are slaughtered and exploited.

sense of gloominess and monotonous feeling.

We believe almost anything blindly; we follow whatever we are told to follow

The basic structure of Animals was built on the ideas of the book Animal

by our “Shepherd”. When people act like this they are a danger to society as

Farm by George Orwell. Waters uses pig’s sheep and dogs to illustrate

a whole and thus this song acts as sort of wake up call to the people to rise

and describe the types of people that live in society and their position in its

up and stop being complacent and act for themselves. At the background a

hierarchy. Unlike Orwell who in his book judged the communist initiative

parody of psalm 23 plays on to indicate the role the pigs try to acquire i.e. the

here Waters judges the capitalist system of government in England. There

role of the Shepherd.

are five songs in this album with the second, third and fourth tracks literally

Through this concept album Waters has been able to portray his inner

named as Dogs, Pigs (three different ones) and sheep and with Pigs on Wings

feelings about society, how the pigs are always there to benefit from the toils
11

of the sheep and dogs and how the sheep themselves need to be politically

just fantastic that is really what I think, oh by the way which one’s pink?”

and socially aware of what goes on and shouldn’t just go with the flow. The

showing that their bosses never really cared to know their names or the fact

spotlight however goes to the Dogs who are always pressurized by the weight

that Pink Floyd was just the name of the band. Even the cover of the album

of the stone and in this context the stone can be taken as a metaphor for social

shows a man on the left shaking hands with a man on the right who is on

expectations and social necessities.

fire metaphorically showing how he is giving away a part of himself for the

Nonetheless even in a bleak and dark reality such as this the last track

benefit of success and fame.

goes on to say that a dog eventually needs a home to bury his bone and that

‘Wish You Were Here’ and ‘Shine On You Crazy Diamond’ however

there are always close ones and people who love you who will shelter you

strike a personal chord with the band showcasing their love and friendship

from the PIGS.

for fellow ex band member SYD. The latter talks about how they wished for
his presence in the band and how he played a big role in all of their lives.

PART 3: SYD

“Shine On You Crazy Diamond” deals with his unfortunate events in life

Wish You Were Here was an ode to their former band member and

highlighting how his passion, talent and creativity died down due to fame

original vocalist Syd Barret who turned mentally unstable after excessive usage

and the demands of the industry. These themes are pretty visible in the lines

of drugs. One day when the band members saw Syd in the recording studio,

“You were caught in the crossfire of childhood and stardom” showing that he

they were shocked at how his mental and physical health had deteriorated

never had the privilege of leading a life of his choice.

which made the band realize about the cruel and harsh reality of the music

Pink Floyd used this album to expose the Industry and its cruel intentions

industry and the COST OF FAME.

of milking an asset until it is no more …an asset. They used the experience

The album consists of five tracks namely: Welcome to The Machine,

of SYD to show the cost of fame and its vices and how it takes a toll on the

Have A Cigar and Wish You Were Here with Shine On You Crazy Diamond

psychological health of a person. They don’t want the memory of SYD to be

parts (1-5) and (6-9)

corrupted and died down and thus as a saving grace for his legacy they say:

opening and ending the album respectively. The

entirety of the album talks about the cost at which they made it big and how

“S hine on Y ou crazy D iamond”

ruthless, emotionless and profit driven the industry was.

It is astonishing to see how how Pink Floyd used their medium of music to

‘Welcome to the Machine’ and ‘Have A Cigar’ especially talk about

portray themselves to their audience and tried to bring about change whether

the people who took advantage of the band and turned them into a profit

it be in society or within one’s self. Frankly enough they were one of the few

churning machine without even having any emotional connection with then.

bands who dared to portray the world in its true glory without romanticizing

The former talks about how the industry told them what to do without giving

it and without any filter. What they taught us was instrumental in shaping

him control over themselves which is pretty evident in the lines “What did

the minds of future generations and more importantly they showed us that

you dream? It’s all right WE TOLD YOU WHAT TO DREAM.” While the

through music we can not just only play THE WALL but tear down THE

latter talks about The heads of the industry who only saw them as a means

WALL as well.

of profit and never invested themselves in the band. The Band even shared
one of their real life experiences in one of the lines which goes “The band is

12
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BL ACK
L IVES
MATTER
A Call for
Change
by
MAHIN E ALAM

T

he 1st of August, 1943 – a curfew was imposed on the city of New

The root of the racial problems in America lies in its dark history

York after riots erupted throughout the city when news about

of slavery. Horrors and atrocities against the Negro slaves in America are

a black soldier being shot by a white police officer was spread.

some of the most brutal in human history. For over 300 years, civil rights

And now, seventy five years later, riots and protests have yet again spread

activists throughout America’s history, starting all the way from Civil War

across New York to protest against the unlawful killing of George Floyd, an

President Abraham Lincoln who abolished slavery through the historic

inncoent black man, by a white police officer in Minneapolis, prompting

Emancipation Proclamation, to Martin Luther King Jr., Malcolm X,

the city’s mayor to impose a curfew. Decades apart and yet the reason is

Rosa Parks and so on, have given their lives to fight institutionalised and

the same. Time, it seems, has not changed anything. And its not only New

systematic racism against the African Americans living in America. They

York, the entire country is out on the streets, angry and disgusted by the

fought for their civil, constitutional and economic rights, exposing the

acts of the 4 policemen involved in Floyd’s murder, a movement called

tyranny of the regime. They protested against federal laws like the Black

‘Black Lives Matter’ has pinned America down by the neck. His death may

Codes and the Jim Crow Laws that openly sanctioned acts of subjugation

have been a spark for the wildfire of a movement, but it is nothing new for

and discrimination against the blacks. They roused the people to fight,

America. As Jim Wallis has rightly put it, racism is a result of America’s

to fight for their rights ans citizens of America, to fight for their identity

“original sin” – slavery. As the media argues how the country has not

and to fight for equality. As author and community organiser Kimberly

changed from its standpoint on racial and cultural prejudices, the ongoing

Jones has explained it with a simple analogy, it is like playing a game of

Black Lives Matter movement is so much more different from than those

monopoly for 400 rounds where you are not allowed to have any money

protests that took place under the leadership of activists Malcolm X and

or anything in the board and instead you play on someone else’s behalf,

Martin Luther King Jr in the late 20th century. The difference lies in the

build their wealth and then you are removed. However, they did succeed.

number of non-black people who are actively supporting the movement.

The Civil Rights Act of 1964 saw an end to government sanctioned racism

What is the reason for more non-black people supporting this

on the basis of color, race, gender and religion. It was a landmark victory

movement compared to how it was 50 to 60 years back? What changed

for the civil rights movement in America. But it didn’t mean the end to all

over the decades? The answer, I believe, lies in the discernible change in

problems.

the representation and perception of black culture not only in America,

For decades this problem was seen as a black-only issue, where

but all over the world.

they called for empathy for the black people and not as an issue where
16

the white people should be corrected, where the white people should be
made to understand that black people were as human and as they were,
yet they are not beung treated as equals. White supremacy is a real thing,
yet many continued to deny its existence. Most white people grew up with
a bad image of what black culture meant – slavery, inferior and lowlife.
It stuck with them throughout their life, clouding their judgement and
encouraging them to continue discriminating and ostracising the black
people in society. This was the crux of the problem. The reason why
despite their many endeavours and sacrifices to make life better for black
people, the activists could never truly succeed. Most of them had to make
the ultimate sacrifice, and yet to no avail.
However, as Martin Luther King Jr has said, “I have a dream that
one day this nation will rise up and live out the true meaning of its creed:
“We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal.””
Things have changed, there’s no doubt about that. The perception of
black culture today in America is exceedingly different from what it was

ABRAHAM
LINCOLN

MARTIN LUTHER
KING JR

as early as 50 years ago. They are no more a minority with no identity

MALCOLM
X

and representation. They are community that identifies with some of the
world’s most powerful luminaries and the “movers and shakers”. They
are in every field and aspect of society, paving forward a new future for
their community. Hollywood is home to awe-inspiring black actors such
as Denzel Washington, Morgan Freeman, Samuel L Jackson, Kevin
Hart, Irish Alba and Will Smith. The music industry today is dominated
by a sleuth of artists like Bob Marley, Michael Jackson, Prince, Whitney
Houston, Louis Armstrong and more recent artists like Kendrick Lamar,
Jay Z, Beyoncé, Drake, Snoop Dogg, Dr Dre, Mariah Carey, Alicia Keys –
and all this is just the tip of the iceberg. The sports industry too has a lions
share of black players in all fields – Michael Jordan, Kobe Bryant, LeBron
James, Karen Abdul Jabbar, Serena Williams, Tiger Woods, Muhammad
Ali, Magic Johnson, Pelé, Paul Pogba, Usain Bolt, Jesse Ownes and the list
goes on. Probably the most remarkable precedent would be Americas first
black President in its entire history, Barrack Obama. This was perhaps
America’s next step towards making racial equality an absolute possibility.
This is what the present generation perceives the black culture as.
They no more stigmatize the black community like how it was decades
ago. A change in attitude is very evident. To illustrate an example, think
about the death of legendary basketballer Kobe Bryant and his daughter.
The news of their death affected evreyone. The world mourned their loss as
one and honoured Kobe Bryant with much admiration and awe. Compare
that to how another renowned African American athlete, Jesse Owens,
was treated. Despite winning 4 gold medals at the 1936 Berlin Olympics
and setting a world record that would go unbeaten for the next 25 years,
Owens was treated like any other black person was treated back then. He
had live in separate accomodations from his white teammates and eat in

BLACK LIVES MATTER

separate restaurants. After he returned home from the Olympics, a dinner
reception was held in his honour. When he arrived to the hotel, he was
asked to use the service elevator and not the guest one. He was not offered
any scholarships to complete his education, unlike his other teammates.
Three years after his Olympic victories, he declared bankruptcy. He
worked at a gas pump to make ends meet. As Owens had said then, “I
had four gold medals, but you can’t eat four gold medals. There was no
television, no big advertising, no endorsements then. Not for a black man,
anyway.”
All I am trying to say is things may not be the best for the black
people in America, but it has become better than what it was. Although
America still has some ways to go, the fact is that America is making
amends for its past. And it is all because of the generation now. Black
people are no more inferior to anybody. They are a strong community
of people who contribute to society as much as everybody else. And they
deserved to be accepted and respected as citizens of the world. The ‘Black
Lives Matter’ movement is not a trend, it is a call for justice, a call of
equality and a call for change.
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SELF-EXPRESSION

ALISH RAI
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CrEaTiVe N.p.

SUDHANGSHU RAI
Class 9 A

TATHAGATA N. SHERPA
Class 6 A

TRISHULIN RAI
Class 5 B

VAIBHAV PRADHAN
Class 3 C

SUVHAM GAZMER
Class 7 A

GYALSTEN TSHERING
YOLMO
Class 3 C
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compiled by Mr Udaya Mani Pradhan
We present to you a set of thrilling questions to rattle your brains and awaken the
curiousity in you.
For this issue we yet again bring you questions that are all Darjeeling related
compiled by a pantomath of Darjeeling history.
Happy Quizzing!!!

1. Established at Kurseong as a Primary School in 1836 by the Roman Catholic
Mission, it was upgraded as a High School in 1888. Name the School.
2. What is the name of the church adjacent to Loreto Convent, Darjeeling?
3. Name the place in Darjeeling which derives its name from the Lepcha word meaning
‘the tongue like spur’?
4. What was built in 1882 at the instance of Sir Ashley Eden, the then Lieut. Governor
of Bengal, by cutting down the Old Post Office hill?
5. What was formed in 1924 with the aim of promoting Nepali language and literature?
6. What was the name of the magnificent, one span concrete bridge on the river Teesta
which was washed away by flood waters on 5th October 1968?
7. Which is the largest plantation industry in the Darjeeling hills, after tea?
8. Lt. Napier was entrusted the responsibility of contributing a road from Siliguri to
Darjeeling in 1839. What was the road called?
9. Which river has its origin in a glacier in North Sikkim and empties itself into the
Brahmaputra in Bangladesh?
10. The protection of what led to the creation of the Mahanadi Wildlife Sanctuary in
1955?
11. In 1891, which new sub-division was carved out in the district of Darjeeling?
12. What is the size of the tracks of the Toy Train?
13. The first ever hotel was established in Darjeeling in 1839. What is its name?
14. What was the Eastern Forest Rangers’ College at Kurseong (no longer functional)
originally called when it was erected in 1888 and belonged to the Jesuits?
15. Founded in 1895, what was Mount Hermon School formerly called?
16. Purchased by the Government on 31st October 1877, the magnificent property
included a house called ‘Solitaire’ which was renamed ‘The Shrubbery’. What stands in
its place today?

Answers to Issue 4 questions: 1. You Will Never Walk Alone | 2. Cristiano Ronaldo | 3. The First Pink Ball Test | 4. Carry the Bat | 5. Tie Breaker in the final set of a grand slam | 6. Amar Mahal
Palace – Jammu | 7. Chomulungma- Mt Everest | 8. Woodstock Festival | 9. Havelock Island |10. Daintree National Park – Queensland – Australia
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“The essence of all beautiful art, all great art, is
gratitude.”
FRIEDRICH NIETZSCHE

This has been a long and ardent journey for us. A
culmination of art, creativity and determination. We have
enjoyed every moment of it. We have learnt so much
throughout this endeavour, not only about designing and
creativity, but about ourselves and about so much more
beyond us. We are happy that despite this unprecedented
situation, we were part of something extraordinary and
that we were able to lend our hands and minds to help
everyone stay connected to the school and each other.
That we were able to keep the honour of our school and
keep the NP Spirit burning ever more stronger. As we now
look forward to a new chapter in our lives, we express
our sincerest gratitude to all who have helped us in the
process. We shall forever be indebted to you.
We wish the new Chief Editors of the North Point Weekly
all the very best. We hope that you imbibe all that we
have and enjoy every moment of this journey. Thank you.
Sursum Corda!
M A H I N E A L A M | HR I S H I K E S H R A I
Chief Editors
The North Point Weekly

We present to you the new
Chief Editors of The North Point Weekly!

S O N A M P. W A N G C H U K

AWA N I S H G A Z M E R
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